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Surface modification of carbon nanowalls for their nano-bio applications
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Carbon nanowalls (CNWs) are self-assembled, free-standing, few-layered graphene

nanostructures. They have the high aspect ratio over 100 and high specific surface

area. In addition to such the characteristic morphologies, they also have unique and

excellent electrical and chemical properties. Therefore, they have attracted much

attention to be applied to various types of devices, such as electrical devices,

electrochemical sensors, biosensors, and so forth. Their application as a scaffold of

cell culturing is also promising as well as carbon nanotubes and graphene sheet. To

realize such the applications, it is important to control not only their morphology but

also chemical modification of their edges and surfaces. In recent years, we have

established a radical injection plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(RI-PECVD) system, and realized highly reproducible growth of CNWs, control of their

morphology and semiconducting properties. In this study, we investigated the surface

wettability of CNWs with emphasis on the chemisorption effect by post-growth surface

modification using plasma treatments.

The surface of as-grown CNWs fabricated employing CH

4

/H

2

 mixture was hydrophilic.

After Ar atmospheric pressure plasma treatment for 30 s, the contact angle of water

droplet on the CNWs drastically decreased from 51˚ to 5˚. On the other hand, the

contact angle value drastically increased from 51˚ up to 147˚ by CF

4

 plasma treatment

at low pressure. According to X-ray photoelectron spectra, it was found oxidation of

CNWs occurred only at their edges and surface defects. The wide-range control of

surface wettability of CNWs was realized by the post-growth plasma treatments.

Surface-modified CNWs were used as electrodes to detect bovine serum albumin.

Furthermore, using the CNWs as a scaffold, its effects on the culturing rate and

morphological control of HeLa cells was also investigated. The results indicate that

the ability of CNWs as a platform for nanobio applications.
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